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FUTURE DESIGN ENGINEERING CONSULTANT, DUBAI, UAE

Future Design Consultant was established in the year 1993 in Dubai, since, we have been ambitious to give our clients the quality experience expected in their projects. We have been over 25 twenty-five years in consultant field and occupying a very advanced position among different consultant offices in Emirates of Dubai.

The office based its career upon several factors we can mention:

1. A highly qualified technical, administrative and finance staff working effectively to cover all the requirements of the agent starting from the design stage to the final handing over of the project and then covering the maintenance period as well.
2. We value the importance of our relationship with our clients and contractors and will continue to remain fair and true in our dealings.
3. Future Design is committed to high quality and cost effective projects by employing and supporting motivated, flexible and focused individuals.
4. Fast to address all problems and obstacles encountered in the process of work and adoption of the best solutions.

The office is dealing with specialized high qualified offices in specific areas such as pre-stressed concrete designing, roads designing, and traffic engineering which gives the office strong arms to achieve the designs of huge projects perfectly.

We assure that dealing with Future Design would only result in providing our agents with a quality service beyond their expectation.

All the above mentioned factors contributed in making the figure that expresses the number of projects in thousand box, that Future Design Engineering Consultant becomes a definite office in the field of private houses designing and pioneer in the field of small to large commercial and residential buildings. Our projects also consist of shopping centers and a large number of industrial warehouses and storages. Future Design have an outstanding specialization in both designing and project supervision during construction.

The trade license of the office authorizes us to design the projects up to Ground + 12 floors height.

The office consists of three main sections:

A. Design section which includes architectural, structural designing engineers and MEP works designing engineers in addition to high skilled draftsmen.
B. Supervision section which includes high experience engineers with variety of disciplines such as civil and structure engineering, MEP works engineers covering electrical, sanitary and plumming field in addition to air condition field as well.
C. Administrative and finance section which includes the accounting, secretary, and archives officers who are doing their jobs in a high level of responsibility sense which meets the agents satisfaction.